CASE STUDY
Web Development Agency Employs Online Forms - Neobyte Solutions
About the business

123ContactForm solution

Neobyte Solutions is an Eastern European web and
mobile development agency that creates software for
global business communities. Their credo is to offer
professional crafted web services that can make an
outstanding online presence for any company while
keeping focus upon the particular business objectives
of each one. From site design and development to
SEO services, from web to mobile applications,
Neobyte Solutions cover them all. Small to large
companies that work with this agency receive
integrated services and consultancy to fit all needs.
The portfolio of Neobyte Solutions includes
presentation websites, classified portals, e-commerce
sites, a wide range of custom tools and integration with
various multi-purpose applications.

123ContactForm offered the precise tools needed to
handle all the programming tasks related to web
forms Neobyte Solutions had to solve. A get-quote
form for the agency’s own portal was the first one in
the line. Next came a variety of forms for clients’
websites, published on their servers usually using the
embedded JavaScript option.
The agency highly uses 3rd party apps integrations
provided by 123ContactForm. “The Google Docs
integration is the feature we and our customers
absolutely love”, states Alina Georgiu, head of
Neobyte Solutions.

Tools used and overall payoff
 Contact forms, feedback surveys, event registration
forms for official meetings, sales/marketing forms

Issue
As a small business with large projects, the company
faces a considerable amount of requests from
customers. One key feature is repeatedly demanded
for any website: contact or survey forms for a variety of
purposes and platforms. The team quickly realized it
took too much redundant work for coding each form
manually and planned on shifting to an online solution.

 Publishing platforms: web, mobile and tablet
 Rules (field branching)
 Extensive CSS customization.
With 123ContactForm, Neobyte Solutions have
optimized time management and can now focus on
the more demanding tasks of web and mobile
development. Forms were ready as easy as 1-2-3!

TESTIMONIAL
”The easy to use interface and the flexibility of 123ContactForm allows us as an agency to create
almost any kind of online forms we want in just a fraction of the time it used to take for
programming each form. Using 123ContactForm we spare a lot of time and therefore money.“
(Alina Georgiu, CEO of Neobyte Solutions - www.neobytesolutions.com)

Summary
ISSUE
Neobyte Solutions needed a
dedicated online platform for
building web & mobile forms.
The service had to be highly
customizable
and
allow
publishing on both web and
mobile systems. Integrating
web apps was another task.

SOLUTION
123ContactForm
provided
tools to create all range of
forms needed for the portal of
the
agency
and
their
customer’s
websites.
Publishing is easy. 3rd party
apps extend and adapt the
capabilities of forms.
www.123ContactForm.com

PAYOFF
Delegating the form building
tasks to 123ContactForm
proved to be a profitable
decision for the business.
Neobyte
Solutions
saved
valuable time, while delivering
customers top notch forms
and surveys for all purposes.

